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 MINUTES  for the General Meeting of the  SD71 District  Parent Advisory Council,  held in the  Isfeld Library 
 on  MONDAY February 6th  at 6:30pm. 

 ATTENDANCE: 
 Jennifer Fisher* - DPAC Chair & Robb Road 
 Joanne Barr - DPAC Vice Chair/Miracle Beach Alt. 
 Megan Cowling* - DPAC Secretary - Brooklyn Alt 
 Spring Halasz - DPAC Treasurer 
 Brooke Finlayson - SHC Chair 
 Tanya Petri* - Isfeld Secondary 
 Emily Hanson* - Airport Elementary 
 Jessica Lauder* - Aspen Elementary 
 Justyne Smith* - Huband Elementary 
 Shawn Thir*- Courtenay El/Lake Trail 

 12 of 21 voting reps (min. of 7 req’d for quorum) 
 *indicates DPAC Rep 

 Jen Waller*- Puntledge 
 Kendall Packham - Arden 
 JJ Morgan* - Arden Elementary 
 Heather Morris * - Miracle Beach 
 Jim Tessman* - Valley View 
 Tom Demeo - Superintendent 
 Chelsea McCannel-Keane - Trustee 
 Susan Leslie - Trustee 
 Vivian Vaillant*- Highland 

 1      Call to Order 6:32pm 
 Recognition of Traditional Territories 
 Introductions 
 Approval of the Minutes from  January 9th, 2023, Kendall Moved as amended, Joanne Seconded, Carried 

 ●  Amendment Highland DPAC Reps Colin attended by phone afterwards add to attendance 
 Approval of the Agenda for  February 6th, 2023, Kendall Moved, Emily Seconded, Carried 

 2  Old Business 
 ●  Nothing at this time 

 3  Correspondence 
 ●  Nothing at this time 

 4  Presentation 
 ●  Christina (Tina) Willard-Stepan (she/her), B.Ed., Facilitator and Environmental Educator 

 (see attached slideshow) 
 Tina is a paid contractor for Strathcona Waste Management and is offering support to our schools in a 
 number of ways. Through her work, she does educational sessions that tie into the curriculum. Tina’s 
 main focus is to get students thinking differently about waste and waste diversion. Sessions and 
 content complexity varies by age: 
 K-3 Where Does It Go? 
 4-7 Waste Audit of classroom garbage and Landfill Tours 
 Funding is required for the field trip to the landfill because of busing costs, but some granting is 
 available. Get in contact for more info. Tina also does holiday-themed sessions (eg. Waste-free 
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 holiday.) She can help through mentorship with school-wide activities such as Repair Cafe, which 
 contributes to a culture of repair, reuse, reduce, rethink. 
 Tina was prompted to come and speak to DPAC after being sent a photo of pizza boxes stacked to the 
 ceiling from a fundraiser pizza lunch. Students are starting to notice the waste and try and understand 
 how that fits into waste and waste diversion. Pizza boxes need to have bottom composted and top 
 recycled, but it is a significant amount of labour to do properly. Look at other schools and examine what 
 works in a waste-reduction lens. Salad Bar at Huband has reusable dishes and cutlery. Tina 
 acknowledges that differences in labour availability (Community School has paid meal coordinators, 
 EAs sometimes help with prep, Cumberland Community School has paid coordinators.) The amount of 
 volunteers or paid staff in schools currently available reflects the capacity of a school to divert waste, 
 but Tina would like all of us to consider whether our actions reflect what we are teaching students. 
 To connect with Tina for lesson info, mentorship, and more info:  pollinatecommunity@gmail.com 

 DISCUSSION:  Differences in what schools can accomplish  based on their volunteer or staff power. 
 Airport trying to reduce boxes but time and logistics make it challenging. Depends on how students 
 access the lunch (lines versus delivery and how much time they have.) Composting at schools, who is 
 still doing it and how much does it cost. Future availability of composting at the municipal and 
 district-level and partnership potential. 
 To View Presentation: 
 https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1t7x70jpka8mdyzWEpJ9RD4IfISslt8Q8/edit?usp=sharing&ouid 
 =111504103196166407920&rtpof=true&sd=true 

 5  Reports 

 Chair Report - Jennifer Fisher 
 ●  Attended Board Meeting 
 ●  Finalizing details for Speaker series 
 ●  Meeting with Tom & Geoff 

 ○  Volunteer Code of Conduct, currently being worked on by Senior Admin and Principals/Vice 
 Principals, DPAC will review with parent lens before Code is finalized. (AP 490, see current one 
 attached) Ultimately it will be the Principals decision who gets approval to Volunteer in schools 

 ○  Enrollment continues to climb, Geoff believes that we will have space for everyone in Sept at the 
 schools, but the following year could be an issue, of course with 7 months still to go lots can 
 change. 

 ○  DPAC executive continues to provide support to District parents who need help navigating the 
 system, please do let parents in your school community know that there are parents willing to 
 listen and help. 

 ○  Work continues to happen on our Constitution and Bylaws and hope to have a proposed revised 
 copy to the group in the next two months. 

 DISCUSSION:  What does DPAC support look like? Help navigate the structure for parents. Providing a second 
 set of ears for meetings at principal level. Understanding the structure of the district. 

 DPAC Treasurer- Spring Halasz 
 The Gaming Account balance is $3743.89, the general account balance is $3453.51. Last activity was a 
 BCCPAC reimbursement for Summit Travel expenses of $389.35. No questions for Spring. Jenn asked if we 
 could purchase a Jabra 2-way conferencing microphone/speaker for hybrid meetings to make it easier for 
 Zoom attendees to hear and speak. 
 Motion: “To purchase a Jabra for DPAC up to $275 through Gaming or General as seen fit.” 
 Moved: Joanne Seconded: Emily, Motion Carried. 

 DISCUSSION:  Is an OWL better? Owl price is $1500 each. We could borrow one. Grant to Comox Valley 
 Community Foundation for OWLs or Jabras for all PACs to better support the hybrid model for parent 
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 accessibility. Thank you to Dwayne Mills at Cumberland for this great tech option for supporting parent 
 engagement. 

 Sexual Health Committee- Brooke Finlayson 
 Report begins with background, following a presentation to the board in May of 2022, at the meeting on June 
 21, 2022, the school district unanimously voted  “THAT  the Board of Education for School-District No. 71 
 (Comox Valley) establish a district-wide committee to address the issues of gender-based violence among 
 students.” 
 In the January meeting, a Notice of Motion was brought forward. The Notice of Motion is a notice that a motion 
 will be brought to the February Board of Education meeting to rescind the motion made on June 21st, 2022 to 
 create the district-level committee. 
 Brooke as Sexual Health Committee Chair doesn’t know what that will look going forward but she can say she 
 is confident that the Trustees will continue to discuss the best way forward in addressing parent and student 
 concerns around gender-based violence in our schools. Sit tight and we’ll see what happens and we will see 
 what direction our Trustees decided to take us in. 

 On February 2nd, Brooke and Megan went to Cumberland PAC to an overview of the community, the 
 background, history, accomplishments of the committee and future direction of the SD71 Sexual Health 
 Committee. The continual hope is for better better collaboration with the school district and stakeholder groups 
 to provide more and better sexual health and what it will look like with consent comes into the curriculum, and 
 moving forward how to keep our kids at school safe and give them the best education that we can around 
 sexual health and other health curriculum including mental health. 

 They graciously hosted us, we were given a tour of the Cumberland site and had the exceptional opportunity 
 to see two totems being carved in the gym for a Dawn-to-Dawn initiative in Cumberland for housing. Brooke 
 hopes more students will have the incredible once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see the totems being carved. 
 They were absolutely beautiful and Brooke hopes the district could entertain more opportunities for the 
 students in the district to see the totems in the spirit of Truth and Reconciliation. 
 Brooke also is extending an invite for more members to join the Sexual Health Committee (especially dads & 
 stepdads.) 
 Presentation made to Board in January: 
 https://www.comoxvalleyschools.ca/supporting-student-health/ 

 Finally we like to have first SHC meeting in March, not sure of when/where. As always looking for more 
 members, especially dads and step-dads, to help with advocacy. 

 Brooke: Questions? 

 Susan: Comment on Notice of Motion, next step is to go to Committee of the Whole on Feb 14th. Dialogue is 
 needed and conversation still needs to occur. Recommendations go then out of camera to the meeting. 

 Brooke: Unsure of how this works. 

 Tom/Chelsea: Need to clarify. 

 Tom: Notice of Motion is Roberts Rules of Order at next meeting the motion will go forward. Susan is correct 
 and Trustees will discuss during next Committee of the Whole (COW) then the next Board Meeting is when it 
 will be discussed. Doesn’t mean anything except being a notice. 

 Chelsea: Notice of Motion is non-disputable. 

 Susan: At COW Trustees can make recommendations as response. Loads of process to learn about. 
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 Jenn: Can you rescind a rescinding? 

 DISCUSSION: Is COW open to public? Tom will cover later. ERASE BC Sessions are now available online. 
 Handouts on table. The sessions are online and accessible via the hotlinks in the PDF attachments. Click to go 
 to signup. Multiple sessions. Glacierview in-person ones. 
 https://bccpac.bc.ca/images/Documents/Resources/erase_Parent_Sessions_2023-02.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0abMWI 
 vuIpfjQo-R7HyjbCXb3hj11t0-ggpCuSxBe8xbx9s-51nX5p7DU 
 Poster below 

 Speaker Series Committee - Megan Cowling 
 ●  Excited for the education session, Sharing Cultural Perspectives: Where Paths Meet - February 16th 

 Sharing Cultural Perspectives: Where Paths Meet  is a mini-session of what staff will be learning at the Pro-D 
 Day on February 17th. Free drop-in at the Vanier MPR from 7-8:30pm with door prizes and refreshments. 
 Please come out to learn more about the cultural history of so many sites in the Comox Valley. 

 As part of the guest speaker honorarium and as a contribution to the event, could we please motion. 
 Motion: “To reimburse the Teacher Pro-D in the amount of $1200 for the Parent Education Session on 
 February 16th.” Moved: Megan Seconded: Kendall Motion Carried. 

 DISCUSSION:  Cultural information, can it be covered  under Gaming? Continued sharing helps get the word 
 out about DPAC Speaker Series. 

 Transportation & Busing Committee - Jo Barr/Jen Storey/Justyne Smith 
 ●  Terms of Reference attached to the Agenda 

 Following the many discussions around bussing at DPAC, it was an opportunity to create a committee. The first 
 meeting was in January. Goal is to bridge communications, connect with resources (District, Director of 
 Maintenance, Superintendent, CVRD, First Student, DPAC and Parent Community.) Current committee has 
 three members but all members are rural areas and the committee would like more urban representation. The 
 Transportation and Bussing Committee (TABC) will cover more than just bussing, but all forms of student travel 
 within the district. Would like to address the gap of what is happening on our roadways and making sure the 
 children are arriving safely to school. Ask from the committee is to get more parents. 

 DISCUSSION:  Chelsea: connect with Becky Nyquist on  Denman re:ferries. 
 Who else is represented? Making sure more coverage. Vivian: Ben’s Letter. Biking at night. 
 Safe travel happens at all hours. Jim: Bikes as well? What do volunteers contribute? Emily: Active Travel Plan? 
 Who currently has Active Travel plans. JJ: Arden had one and Jesse is a great resource. Joanne and Jesse 
 will connect. Vivian: Importance of safety and lighting. JJ: the reflectors for Green Team. Jenn: lots of work to 
 be done on this. 

 Vivian: Benoit’s Letter (see page 10) 

 MOTION: To accept the Terms of Reference for the Transportation and Bussing Committee as 
 presented. Moved: Joanne. Seconded: Spring. Motion Carried. 

 Emergency Preparedness Committee- Shawn Thir/Annette Yang/Jen Waller 
 ●  Terms of Reference 
 ●  Funding of the goods/equipment in the Sea-cans at each school 

 Shawn: Committee consists of three people who met last week. Discuss the TOR and what they hope to 
 accomplish. Impetus for the committee stems from Paul Berry’s presentation to DPAC back in the day. Revisit 
 the issue because of quakes happening around the world. Turkey, Syria, New York, small quakes on VI all the 
 time. Point of the committee is 1) increase parent awareness 2) parent education (speakers and education to 
 be more ready) 3) Greater and more thorough preparation within the district. Cooperate together with schools 
 and PACS to do an audit of the existing supplies (what is in Sea Cans at schools) Preparation will save lives 
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 and limit chaos. Get parents aware and prepared about how to pick up kids in an emergency. Not to point 
 fingers but just to find out. 

 Discussion:  Jenn motion to accept? Shawn: change  is needed to amend. Final bullet around procedures. 
 Tom: can you wait and meet with District staff? 2010 preparedness and where partnership for a report to the 
 board. Health and Safety manager. Shawn does not want to butt heads but to work together. Emily: Health and 
 Safety person? Emily: Who is responsible? Tom: Consumables are the responsibility of the parents and the 
 district is responsible for equipment and gear. PACS. Tom: The concept now is to access the funds at the 
 district-level through the Family Affordability Fund. 
 Vivian: snacks are purchased and then shared at picnic. Tom: Paul is the resource from starting program. 
 Sherry Elwood and the initial motion/process. Emily: recognition of what PACs can afford? Tom: Look through 
 Shawn’s TOR. Megan: Can we use the Family Affordability Fund to fill earthquake supplies? Tom: cost for 
 parents makes it apply. Tiers. Emily: replacement food would come from who in two years? Money should be 
 an operational fund? Joanne: Collective parent group and district to figure out these things. Tom: Work with 
 Paul to get survival rations that last longer. Kendall: 2019 notes and inventory, Paul thought shouldn’t be on 
 PACS. Tom: original agreement consumables. Kendall: Vandalism and locks. Tom: Sea Cans outside Nala’atsi. 
 Ian has a way of inventing welding mechanisms. Battery-powered grinders. 
 Jenn: does this fall under duty of care and are any other duty of care items fall to parents? 

 Link to guide: 
 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade-12/safe-caring-orderly/emer 
 gency-management-guide.pdf 

 MOTION: Accept TOR as amended. Amendment: strike the fourth bullet. 
 Shawn: Moved Seconded: Joanne Motion. Motion Carried. 

 Superintendent Report - Tom Demeo: 
 Parent info page on the website for SD71, Supporting Student Health has presentation from school counsellors 
 and the directors of instruction from the Board Meeting. 
 https://www.comoxvalleyschools.ca/supporting-student-health/ 

 DISCUSSION:  Joanne: add the DPAC webpage link to SD71’s?  Tom: not in parent information, it would go in 
 partners. Heather: strategic plan info? Tom: under Board of Education. Joanne: when we will look at Strat Plan 
 and will all partner groups be involved? Tom: ends in 2023, proposed timeline, the Board will need to decide if 
 it is a refresh or a redo. Which path will the Board take and why? What level will we refresh or redo. Chelsea: 
 we welcome input. 

 Trustees Report 
 Chelsea McCannel-Keene: 
 First open COW on Feb 14th and Chelsea is chairing it. DPAC recommended considering a hybrid option and 
 they are happy to report that it will be a hybrid meeting. Recently attended BCPSEA AGM with Cristi and 
 Brenda and learned about the joining of childcare and how that will work. Delighted to report a great ratification 
 and bargaining period for BCTF, lots of discussion around support staffing but at this point only two districts yet 
 to ratify.Following up on my question at the Board meeting regarding choice programs and their enrollment 
 numbers, we know now that the Indigenous Education and French Immersion programs  are full. 
 Cross-boundary opened February 1st for applications, and the new principal of Early Learning added a 
 consent to communicate with Early Learning Centres to the registration process which was nice to see. Motion 
 and excited to welcome the new Minister of Education and Childcare, Rachna Singh, to the visit the district. 
 Also officially appointed to their respective committees and excited to work with them. 

 Susan Leslie: Update on Equity Scan. There is a new anti-racism plan released by the MOEC and the district 
 is taking a close look at the document to make sure they are in compliance and it goes hand-in-hand with the 
 Equity in Action. Have made committees and subcommittees that are based on the four pillars of the Equity 
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 Scan. Governing/Steering committee has representatives from Community, Indigenous stakeholder groups, 
 Elders, and then trustees and senior management teams. Being thoughtful about representatives. What is the 
 district doing well and what are the barriers that the subcommittee see? 
 Identifying barriers before overcoming them. Each four subcommittees are: Policy and Governance, Learning 
 Environment, Pedological Core and Learn/Learner Profile. Each committee meetings looking at inquiry 
 questions that then go out to larger community. 
 Another orientation with Stacy Holloway, conflict management, collaboration and communication skills and 
 report wonderful first Circle together. Practicing and leading in Indigenous ways of knowing and being. 

 Questions: None. 
 Equity In Action Document: 
 http://togetherwelearn.public.prn.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/51/2020/09/Equity-Scan-2.pdf 

 DISCUSSION:  Tom: topics? Chelsea: Open part? Tom:  open part of the meeting will be on literacy and 
 numeracy and where we need to go. Journey. That is the only presentation, one topic meeting. Jenn: always 
 one-topic? 

 6  Upcoming Events 
 ●  Sharing Cultural Perspectives: Where Paths Meet - February 16th 7:00-8:30pm Vanier Multipurpose 

 Room 

 7  PAC Sharing 

 DISCUSSION:  Role of the Trustees: 
 https://www.comoxvalleyschools.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/The-Role-of-Boards-of-Education-and-Truste 
 es-in-BC.pdf 

 Justyne: Huband clothing swap for $25 this Friday. Still taking donations? Double-checking. See poster below 

 Shawn: Lake Trail open gym well-attended and art session. Puntledge and Arden future kids from younger 
 grades are playing at schools they will go to Lake Trail and running for two straight hours. Grade 5s and 
 Grades 8 & 9. Two courts going and worked out great. Round robin tournament at Lake Trail played two games 
 each and it was super fun for all. 

 Vivian: Tickets are on sale for District Musical Matilda at Vanier. Tickets are $20. Purchase online through 
 Eventbrite. VEX Team (Robotics) just got back from Saltspring where they competed against private schools 
 and did really well and held it. 

 8  Next Meeting:  Monday March 6th 2023 Hybrid here  at Isfeld? 
 9  Adjourn Motion to Adjourn 8:41PM Moved by Jenn Seconded: Joanne. MOTION CARRIED. 

 Any questions or comments please don’t hesitate to  contact us  . 

 Administrative Procedure 490 
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 VOLUNTEERS IN DISTRICT SCHOOLS 

 Background 
 Volunteers can be of valuable assistance to school staff in support of school activities. Involvement of volunteers is, 

 therefore, encouraged in activities for which the volunteer is qualified, and which do not interfere with or replace 
 employees preforming their regular duties. 

 Procedures 
 1.  The establishment of a volunteer program shall  be at the discretion of the Principal in consultation 
 with the staff in each school. 

 2.  Teachers wishing to participate in a volunteer  program shall notify the Principal. 

 3.  Before they can begin to work in a school, volunteers  shall annually be required to complete a Volunteer 
 Registration Form (Form 490-1) and, if required, provide a Criminals Records Search by the RCMP into 
 their background. (See Appendix A) 

 4.  Volunteers shall be subject to the authority of  the Principal and the staff member with whom they are 
 working. The degree of supervision, direct or indirect, to be provided by the staff member shall be 
 determined by the staff member and the volunteer, subject to the approval of the Principal. 

 5.  Volunteers may be asked to discontinue their service  if their help is no longer needed, if they prove to be 
 counter-productive, or if they fail to keep their commitment. 

 6.  Parents, volunteers, teachers, other staff members  and students are to fully understand the function of 
 volunteers in the school. Volunteers shall not, in whole or in part, perform work that falls within the scope 
 of a bargaining unit. 

 7.  Principals using volunteers shall provide appropriate  orientation training as required, and ongoing 
 supervision. 

 7.1 The staff of the school shall define in general terms and the supervising staff member 
 in specific terms those tasks to be assigned to volunteers. 

 8.  If volunteers deal with children they shall follow  protocols developed by teachers. 

 9.  Basic insurance coverage for volunteers will be  provided under the District’s blanket insurance policy 
 for injury sustained while and in consequence of performing regular and assigned duties of the volunteer 
 occupation with the District, while under the direction and control of the District. 

 10.  Volunteers are to be regarded as an integral member of the team working with students, but they may 
 not undertake tasks requiring educational decisions. 

 Reference:  Section 7.1, 17, 20, 22, 26.1, 65, 85 School Act 
 Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
 Adopted:  May 19, 1992 
 Amended:  June 25, 2019 

 Comox Valley School District No. 71  September 2022 
 Administrative Procedures Manual 

 Minutes of the Emergency Preparedness Committee 
 Location:  Online via MS Teams 
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 Date:  February 1, 2023 
 Time:  11:00 am 

 Attendance:  Shawn Thir (Courtenay El, Lake Trail), Annette Yang (Royston El), Jen Waller (Puntledge Park El) 

 Call to order: 11:06 
 ●  Introductions 
 ●  Members reviewed and agreed upon a draft of committee terms of reference, and discussed scope of committee (see 

 attachment). This committee should limit its scope to earthquake disasters. These are community-wide events that require a 
 community focus. 

 ●  Members expressed concerns about the overall level of preparation. 
 ○  Unsure of level of preparation, don't know who is in charge, and don’t know what to do if The Big One strikes. 
 ○  There should be no ambiguity with regards to these questions and what to do. 

 ■  Shawn: Last time I was in Courtenay El’s sea container to grab flashlights during a power outage, all of the 
 batteries were dead. 

 ■  Jen: I don’t know what is inside the sea container at Puntledge Park. 
 ■  Annette: I remember there being an issue with mold inside the sea container at Cumberland Community 

 School. 
 ●  Annette nominated Shawn to be chair of the committee. Seconded by Jen. Shawn accepted. 
 ●  Members agreed that committee meetings should be held before DPAC meetings so activities of the committee can be shared. 
 ●  Members agreed that they cannot see the big picture with regard to school and district preparedness. Contents of sea 

 containers are a mystery. 
 ●  Members agreed that preparation is a huge expenditure that would likely have to be done in stages (buy essentials first, 

 followed by other extras, followed by “nice-to-have” things). 
 ●  Discussion on emergency preparedness evoked lots of questions: 

 ○  Is there a budget for this? Who manages it and the  content of sea containers? 
 ○  Who is in charge? 
 ○  Who pays for supplies? SD71, DPAC, individual PACs? 
 ○  What is the level of awareness among parents? Do they understand what the procedures are for collecting their 

 child(ren) from school in the event of a major earthquake? 
 ●  These questions help inform the direction of the committee. 

 ○  Where are we in terms of preparation? 
 ■  Survey of parent awareness. 
 ■  What information do you need/want? 
 ■  What do you not know? 
 ■  Have you participated in emergency preparedness at your school? (drills, purchasing supplies, etc.) 

 ○  Parent education.  Raise awareness with information-sharing,  inviting speakers, etc. (Shawn has a presentation on 
 his experience with the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake that would be valuable in fostering awareness.) 

 ○  Audit of sea containers.  A district-wide audit of  the contents of sea containers will help identify where preparations 
 are adequate or inadequate. 

 ■  Sharing results of audit will increase parent awareness and hopefully encourage action to boost preparation 
 for emergencies. 

 ●  A time-consuming task. Plan for conducting the audit needs to be developed. 
 ●  Action items 

 ○  Annette to develop a series of questions for an audit and questionnaire to gauge parent awareness. 
 ○  Shawn and Jen to review and compile information about emergency preparedness from SD71 website. 
 ○  Shawn to arrange meeting with manager in charge of safety. 

 ●  Next meeting: Wednesday, March 1, 2023 @ 11:00 (via Teams or Zoom) 
 ●  Adjourned: 12:00 
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